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Abstract

Using data taken during the year 2000 with the NA48 detector at the CERN SPS, a search for the CP violatin
KS → 3π0 has been performed. From a fit to the lifetime distribution of about 4.9 million reconstructedK0/K̄0 → 3π0 decays,
the CP violating amplitudeη000= A(KS → 3π0)/A(KL → 3π0) has been found to be Re(η000) = −0.002± 0.011± 0.015
and Im(η000) = −0.003± 0.013± 0.017. This corresponds to an upper limit on the branching fraction of Br(KS → 3π0) <
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7.4 × 10−7 at 90% confidence level. The result is used to improve knowledge of Re(ε) and the CPT violating quantity Im(δ)
via the Bell–Steinberger relation.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The violation of CP symmetry was discovered
1964 in the decay of the long-livedKL meson to two
charged pions[1]. Since then, other CP violatingKL

decay modes—in particular direct CP violation—a
CP violation inB0 decays have been observed. T
short-lived neutral kaonKS , too, should manifest CP
violating decay amplitudes. However, due to the la
width of theKS meson, the branching ratios of CP v
olating KS decays are 6 orders of magnitude sma
than the branching ratios of the main CP violatingKL

decays. One unambiguous signature of CP viola
in KS decays would be the observation of the de
KS → 3π0. Within the Standard Model its branchin
ratio is predicted to be 1.9×10−9, using the measure
values of the correspondingKL decay and the CP vi
olating parameterε [2].

Since the kaon is spinless, the 3π0 final state has
a well-defined CP eigenvalue of−1, when neglecting
direct CP violation, and the decayKS → 3π0 is CP
forbidden. The CP violating parameterη000 is defined
as the amplitude ratio

(1)η000≡ A(KS → 3π0)

A(KL → 3π0)
.
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When assuming CPT conservation and neglec
isospinI = 3 and non-symmetricI = 1 final states,
η000 = ε + i Im(A1)/Re(A1) with the parameterε of
indirect CP violation and theI = 1 amplitudeA1. The
imaginary part ofη000 is in principle sensitive to direc
CP violation[2].

Additional interest inKS → 3π0 decays arise
from the search for CPT violation. The Bell–Stei
berger relation[3] links possible CPT violation in th
K0K̄0 mixing matrix with CP violating amplitudes i
KL andKS decays via the conservation of probab
ity. At present, the limit on CPT violation is limited b
poor knowledge ofη000.

In a recent investigation, the CPLEAR expe
ment found Re(η000) = 0.18± 0.15 and Im(η000) =
0.15± 0.20 in the decay of flavour-taggedK0 andK̄0

mesons[4], which corresponds to an upper bound
Br(KS → 3π0) < 1.9×10−5 at 90% confidence leve
In addition, the SND Collaboration has set a limit
Br(KS → 3π0) < 1.4× 10−5 [5].

In this Letter we report an improved measurem
of theη000 parameter using data collected from a sh
neutral beam with the NA48 detector at CERN. Sen
tivity to η000 comes fromKS/KL → 3π0 interference
at small decay times near the target. A beam of p
KL decays, taken under the same experimental c
ditions, was used for normalization. The experim
tal set-up is described in Section2, while Section3
deals with event selection and reconstruction. The
to extract the parameterη000 is described in Section4.
Section5 discusses the implications of the result w
respect to theKS → 3π0 branching fraction and th
limit on CPT violation.

2. Experimental setup

The NA48 experiment was designed for the m
surement of direct CP violation in neutral kaon deca
Its main feature is two simultaneous, almost collin
beams of neutral kaons derived from proton bea
from the CERN SPS delivered to two fixed targets[6].
The kaon beams have a common decay region
decays from both beams are recorded with the s
detector (seeFig. 1). Both targets are made from bery
lium and have a length of 400 mm and a diamete
2 mm. The far target is located 126 m before the be
ning of the decay region while the near target is o
6 m up-stream of the fiducial region and displaced
7.2 cm in the vertical direction from the axis of th
far-target beam. The two beam axes have an ang
0.6 mrad with respect to each other and cross at
longitudinal position of the electromagnetic calorim
ter, 120 m down-stream of the near target. In b
beams, charged particles are deflected by swee
Fig. 1. Beam-line of the NA48 experiment during the 2000 data taking.
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magnets. Particle decays from the far target are alm
exclusivelyKL decays, while decays originating fro
the near target are mainlyKS (and neutral hyperon
decays with, however, a small component ofKL de-
cays.

The analysis reported here is based on data f
a 40-day run period in 2000, with only the near t
get in operation. The neutral beam was produced
400 GeV/c protons at a production angle of 3.0 mra
with a beam intensity of about 1010 protons dur-
ing a 3.2 s long SPS spill. This was about a fac
of 300 higher than the typical intensity of the ne
target beam during the direct CP violation measu
ment. This high-intensity run period was preceded
a 30-day run with only a far-target beam under
same beam conditions, except for the proton beam
ergy being 450 GeV and the production angle be
2.4 mrad. The data from this first run period were u
for normalization purposes.

In the usual configuration, the main NA48 detec
elements are a magnetic spectrometer for recons
tion of charged particles, followed by a hodoscope
charged particles and a liquid krypton electromagn
calorimeter (LKr). During both run periods in 200
the spectrometer drift chambers were absent an
vessel evacuated, leaving no material between th
nal collimator and the hodoscope for charged partic
directly in front of the calorimeter. In the far-target ru
period, the spectrometer magnet was powered wit
integrated field of 0.88 Tm in order to have the sa
running conditions for systematic studies of the dir
CP violation measurement. In the subsequent n
target run period the magnet was off.

The liquid krypton calorimeter measures the en
gies, positions, and times of electromagnetic show
initiated by photons and electrons[7]. It has a length
of 127 cm, corresponding to 27 radiation lengths, a
consists of 13212 cells in a projective tower geom
try which points to the middle of the decay volum
The active volume has an octagonal shaped cross
tion of about 5.5 m2. Each cell has a 2× 2 cm2

cross section and is formed by copper-beryllium r
bons which are extended longitudinally in a±48 mrad
accordion structure. The cells are contained in a cr
stat filled with about 10 m3 of liquid krypton at a
temperature of 120 K. The initial ionization signal i
duced on the electrodes is amplified, shaped, and
tized by 40 MHz FADCs. The energy resolution of t
-

calorimeter was

(2)
σ(E)

E
� 0.090

E
⊕ 0.032√

E
⊕ 0.0042

with E in GeV. The spatial and time resolutions we
better than 1.3 mm and 300 ps, respectively, for a p
ton with energy above 20 GeV. The read-out syst
was calibrated by a charge pulse every burst du
data taking. The relative calibration of the individu
cells was determined by usingKe3 decays during the
1998 run period and checked to be similar in 2000
π0/η → γ γ decays produced in thin plastic targets
a special run with aπ− beam. The final calibration o
the overall energy scale was performed by fitting
effective edge of the collimator as reconstructed in
data to the one in the Monte Carlo simulation.

The hadron calorimeter follows the LKr calorim
ter and was used as a veto-counter. It is compose
forty-eight 24 mm thick steel plates interleaved w
scintillator plates and measures energies and hori
tal and vertical positions of hadronic showers. A m
complete description of the NA48 detector can
found in Ref.[8].

The trigger decision for 3π0 events was based o
projections of the deposited energy in the liquid kry
ton calorimeter[9]. In both run periods the trigge
required a total deposited energy of at least 50 G
In addition, the radius of the energy centre-of-grav
had to be less than 15 cm from the detector axis and
proper kaon lifetime, measured from the final collim
tor, had to be less than 9KS lifetimes with both radius
and proper lifetime computed online from the m
ments of the energy depositions in the calorimeter.
trigger efficiency was determined using a 3π0 data
sample triggered by a scintillating fiber hodoscope
cated inside the calorimeter. It was measured to
99.8% in both the near- and the far-target run perio
and showed no dependence on energy or decay v
position within the decay volume used in the ana
sis.

3. Event selection and reconstruction

To identify K0 → 3π0 → 6γ events and to deter
mine their kinematics, the measured energiesEi , posi-
tionsxi andyi , and times of the photon showers in t
liquid krypton electromagnetic calorimeter are us
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From the energies deposited in the LKr cells, clust
were formed, which had to fulfill the following selec
tion criteria. The cluster energies were required to
above 3 GeV and below 100 GeV, within the range
the linear energy response of the calorimeter. To av
energy losses, each cluster had to be more than 5
from the edge of the beam pipe and from the ou
edge of the sensitive area. In addition, the distanc
the closest dead cell of the calorimeter was require
be larger than 2 cm.

On all combinations of 6 clusters which pass
these requirements, the following further selection
teria were applied. To avoid difficulties with the sha
ing of energy among close clusters, the minimum d
tance between two clusters had to be at least 10 cm
six clusters were required to lie within 2 ns of the av
age cluster time. The sum of cluster energies had t
above 60 GeV and below 185 GeV. The radial posit
rcog of the energy centre-of-gravity at the calorime
had to be less than 7 cm in the near-target and less
4 cm in the far-target run, which had stronger be
collimation.

To avoid background from accidental pile-u
events with more than one such combination of cl
ters and those with additional clusters with an ene
above 1.5 GeV within 3 ns of the event time were
jected.

From the surviving candidates, the longitudinal v
tex along thez direction was reconstructed from a
pairings by assuming the decay of aK0 with the nom-
inal massmK :

zvertex= zLKr − 1

mK

(3)

×

√√√√√
6∑

i=1

6∑
j>i

EiEj

[
(xi − xj )2 + (yi − yj )2

]

with the distancezLKr between the near target an
the calorimeter. The resolution of the reconstruc
longitudinal vertex position is about 60 cm, corr
sponding to∼ 0.1 KS lifetimes for typical kaon en
ergies.

Using the longitudinal vertex positionzvertex, the
invariant two-photon massesm1, m2, and m3 were
computed for all 15 possible photon pairing combin
Fig. 2. Longitudinal vertex position of reconstructedK0 → 3π0

events. In the figure, the far-target data have been normalized t
near-target data in the fiducial decay region.

tions, and aχ2-like variable was constructed as

χ2
3π0 =

( 1
3(m1 + m2 + m3) − mπ0

σ1

)2

(4)

+
( 1

2(m1 − m2+m3
2 )

σ2

)2

+
( 1

2(m2 − m3)

σ3

)2

.

The resolutionsσi , parameterized as a function of th
smallest photon energy, were determined from d
The mass combinations entering the individual ter
are to a good approximation uncorrelated. The co
bination with the lowest value ofχ2

3π0 was chosen. In

addition, a value ofχ2
3π0 less than 90 was required fo

this combination.
To reject possible background from hadrons,

required the total energy deposited in the had
calorimeter within 15 ns of the event time to
less than 3 GeV, which removed 0.15% of the sig
events.

Thezvertex and energy distributions of the select
events are shown inFigs. 2 and 3. For the fit of the pa-
rameterη000, only events with a longitudinal verte
position zvertex > 8 m were considered to avoid d
tector resolution effects for vertex positions near
final collimator atz = 6 m. The down-stream verte
region was limited byzvertex< 55 m and a maximum
lifetime of 8τKS

. In addition, events with lifetime
tcoll/τKS

> 0.8+ 0.06×EK/GeV, measured from th
final collimator, were rejected to avoid a region
low energies and high lifetimes where the trigger w
partly inefficient. The accepted region in proper tim
and energy is shown inFig. 4.
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Fig. 3. Energy spectra of reconstructedK0 → 3π0 events. The
far-target data have been normalized to the near-target data.

Fig. 4. Energy versus lifetime, measured from the target, of acce
K → 3π0 events from the near-target run. The contour encloses
accepted region for theη000 fit.

In total, about 4.9 × 106 KL,S → 3π0 events were
reconstructed from the data of the near-target run
about 109× 106 KL → 3π0 events from the far-targe
run data.

4. Data analysis

4.1. Method of the measurement

At the targets,KL andKS mesons are produced b
strong interactions in equal amounts. TheK → 3π0

intensity as a function of proper timet , measured from
the target, is then given by

I3π0(t) ∝ e−ΓLt + |η000|2e−ΓSt

+ 2D(p)
[
Re(η000)cos(
mt)

(5)− Im(η )sin(
mt)
]
e− 1

2 (ΓS+ΓL)t

000
with the total KL and KS widths ΓL and ΓS and
theKLKS mass difference
m. Thedilution D(p) =
(NK0 −NK̄0)/(NK0 +NK̄0) describes the momentu
dependent production asymmetry betweenK0 andK̄0

at the target. For theη000 measurement we analyze
data from the near-target run period, using the p
KL → 3π0 from the immediately preceding far-targ
run period to correct for trigger, acceptance, and
construction efficiencies. The difference of the ka
beam momentum spectra between the two per
was taken into account by performing the analysis
5 GeV wide bins of energy covering a range from
to 185 GeV. The two set-ups had small differences
geometry, incident kaon beam angles, and collimat
Based on Monte Carlo studies with samples of ab
90 million reconstructed events for each beam, the
tio

(6)f3π0(t) = Nnear(t)

N far(t)

/
εnear(t)

εfar(t)

with the numbersNnear and N far of reconstructed
events and the acceptancesεnear andεfar for near and
far targets was determined. The geometrical correc
εnear(t)/εfar(t) between the two beams nearly equ
to 1 and is shown inFig. 5for three different energy in
tervals. Neglecting this correction would shift theη000
result by
Re(η000) = −0.03 and
 Im(η000) = 0.03.

The intensityI3π0(t) as function of proper time
might be altered if there is significantKS regeneration
by KL mesons hitting the final collimator. This poss
bility has been considered and found to be neglig
for the measurement presented here.

In the near-target data decaysK → π0π0π0
D with

one pion undergoing a Dalitz decayπ0
D → e+e−γ had

to be taken into account. Since one shower could h
missed the detector or could have had an energy
low the detection limit of 1.5 GeV, these decays co
be mis-identified asK → 3π0 → 6γ events. In many
such cases, due to the energy loss, the decay v
positionzvertexwas reconstructed further down-strea
(see Eq.(3)), leading to a shorter reconstructed lif
time. For the near-target run the mis-identification r
with respect to the acceptance of good 3π0 events was
ε(2π0π0

D)/ε(3π0) ≈ 40%, while it was negligible in
the far-target run due to the presence of the magn
field. Dalitz decays were taken into account in t
Monte Carlo generation of the near-targetKL → 3π0

events.
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Fig. 5. Ratioεnear/εfar of the acceptances for 3π0 events from the two kaon beams in three kaon energy ranges, as determined by Mont
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4.2. Fit to the data

For all K0 → 3π0 candidates, the proper lifetim
of the kaon, measured from the position of the n
target atz = 0, is computed ast = zvertex/(γβc) ≈
zvertexmK/(EKc), wheremK is the kaon mass take
from the PDG andEK is the sum of the cluster ene
gies.

A global least-squares fit to the time evoluti
I3π0(t) (Eq. (5)) is performed on the corrected tim
distributions f3π0(t) (Eq. (6)) for each kaon en
ergy interval. Free parameters in the fit are Re(η ),
000
Im(η000), and the normalization constants of each
ergy interval. TheK0K̄0 dilution is assumed to b
linearly dependent on energy. It is obtained us
data from the NA31 experiment[10], corrected for
the different momentum spectrum and production
gle [11] and parameterized asD = 2.425× 10−3 ×
EK [GeV].

The result of the fit gives Re(η000) = −0.002±
0.011 and Im(η000) = −0.003± 0.013 with a corre-
lation coefficient of 0.77 between real and imagina
parts (Fig. 6). Theχ2 of the fit is 689 with 660 degree
of freedom.
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points
Fig. 6. The ratio of near-target over far-target 3π0 data, corrected for acceptance differences, for three different energy intervals. The
with error bars are the data. The continuous curve, which practically coincides with 1, shows the result of the fit forη000.
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4.3. Systematic uncertainties

We have investigated contributions to the s
tematic uncertainties from detector acceptance, f
calorimeter energy scale and non-linearities, from p
sible backgrounds and accidental activity, and fr
K0K̄0 dilution.

As described above, the acceptance determ
tion relied on data from the far-target run, with t
Monte Carlo simulation used to calculate resid
geometrical differences. Many checks of the acc
tance calculation were performed. Differences in
reconstruction efficiency between the two runs w
investigated by varying theχ2

3π0 cut, which led to un-
certainties of
Re(η000) = ±0.009 and
 Im(η000) =
±0.013. Remaining resolution effects near the co
mator were studied by varying the up-stream ver
cut and gave an uncertainty of
Re(η000) = ±0.010,
while the imaginary part—playing a role only
larger lifetimes—was unaffected. By comparing tw
Monte Carlo samples with different target-collimat
geometries, we estimated
Re(η000) = ±0.005 and

 Im(η000) = ±0.007 as uncertainties related to t
z dependence of the acceptance.
vertex
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While the run-to-run variation of the calorimet
energy scale was smaller than 10−4, the overall en-
ergy scale is only known to 10−3 in the 2000 run pe
riod.32 By varying the energy scale within±10−3 we
estimated systematic uncertainties of
Re(η000) �

 Im(η000) � ±0.001. Furthermore, we investigate
the effect of possible non-linearities in the shower
ergy reconstruction by modifying the reconstruc
energy by an amount
E/E = α/E+βE+γ r , with r

being the radial distance of the shower from the cen
detector axis. The allowed ranges of the parameterα,
β, andγ were determined from studies ofKe3, K →
π0π0, K0 → 3π0, andπ0/η → γ γ decays from olde
data collected in 1999, and found to beα = ±10 MeV,
β = ±2× 10−5 GeV−1, andγ = ±10−5 cm−1. When
varying the constants within these ranges, the fi
value of η000 varied by 
Re(η000) = ±0.001 and

 Im(η000) = ±0.002.

Uncertainties in the acceptance ofK →
π0π0π0

Dalitz decays in the near-target run result in
uncertainty of
 Im(η000) = ±0.001, while the uncer
tainty on Re(η000) is less than 0.001.

Background processes which could fake aK0 →
3π0 event play a role only in the near-target run, wh
the majority of decays comes fromKS mesons andΛ
andΞ0 hyperons. To estimate the possible backgro
in the K0 → 3π0 near-target data sample, we co
pared the tails of thercog distributions ofK0 → 3π0

events andKS → π0π0 events, which are practicall
background-free, and found no significant discrepa
(Fig. 7). Pile-up events could either fakeK0 → 3π0

events or lead to accidental losses due to the cut on
number of clusters in the calorimeter. From study
time side-bands and cluster widths, we found no in
cation for pile-up events. Events coming fromKS →
π0π0 decays, with possibleπ0 Dalitz decays, fail the
χ2

3π0 criterium, as has been checked by Monte Ca
simulation. A conservative upper limit on the effect
possible background and accidental losses in the n
target beam was estimated by loosening the cuts on
energy in the hadron calorimeter and the numbe

32 In the usual configuration for the direct CP violation measu
ment, the beginning of the decay volume was defined by a scint
ing anti-counter in the near-target beam. In 2000, this anti-cou
was removed to be able to take a 300 times more intense ne
beam, and the reconstructed collimator edge was used as refe
position.
Fig. 7. Distributions of the energy centre-of gravityrcog in the LKr

calorimeter for reconstructedK0 → 3π0 (dots) andKS → π0π0

(line) near-target data events. TheKS → π0π0 events have bee
scaled to the number ofK0 → 3π0 events.

Table 1
Systematic uncertainties on theη000 measurement


Re(η000) 
 Im(η000)

Reconstruction efficiency ±0.009 ±0.013
zvertex resolution ±0.010 ±0.000
Beam geometry ±0.005 ±0.007
Background ±0.002 ±0.009
π0

Dalitz decays ±0.001 ±0.001
Energy scale ±0.001 ±0.001
Energy non-linearities ±0.001 ±0.002
K0K̄0 dilution ±0.001 ±0.001

Total ±0.015 ±0.017

clusters in the LKr calorimeter, from which we foun

Re(η000) = ±0.002 and
 Im(η000) = ±0.009.

As described in the previous section, theK0K̄0

dilution was taken from measured data of the NA
experiment. By varying the dilution within the me
surement errors, we obtained an uncertainty on ou
result of|
Re(η000)| = |
 Im(η000)| � 0.001.

The systematic uncertainties forη000 are sum-
marized in Table 1. The individual contributions
were added in quadrature, taking correlations betw
Re(η000) and Im(η000) into account.

As a cross-check we have fitted the ra
Ndata

KL→3π0(t)/N
MC
KL→3π0(t) on the far-target data only

We obtained Re(η000)|far-target = 0.004± 0.003 and
Im(η000)|far-target = −0.003± 0.004, with the result
being consistent with zero, as expected.

Two additional independent analyses have b
performed, yielding consistent results when apply
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similar cuts. While one of these analyses emplo
a method similar to the one described here[12], the
other analysis applied a toy Monte Carlo simulat
for the geometry correction.

5. Results and discussion

Our result onη000 is

Re(η000) = −0.002± 0.011(stat.) ± 0.015(syst.),

(7)Im(η000) = −0.003± 0.013(stat.) ± 0.017(syst.)

with a statistical correlation coefficient of 0.77 and
overall correlation coefficient of 0.57 between real a
imaginary parts (Fig. 8). From this, an upper limit on
the absolute value ofη000 is obtained as

(8)|η000| < 0.045

at the 90% confidence level. Using the measured
ues of Br(KL → 3π0) = 0.211± 0.003 and of theKL

and KS lifetimes [2], this result turns into an uppe
limit on theKS → 3π0 branching fraction of

Br
(
KS → 3π0) = |η000|2 τS

τL

Br
(
KL → 3π0)

(9)< 7.4× 10−7

at a confidence level of 90%. This value is mo
than one order of magnitude below the previous b
limit [5].

Under the assumptions of CPT invarian
Re(η000) � Re(ε). Fixing Re(η000) = Re(ε) = 1.66×
10−3, the fit yields Im(η000)|CPT= 0.000±0.009stat±
0.013syst, which can be turned into upper limits o
|η000|CPT < 0.025 and Br(KS → 3π0)|CPT < 2.3 ×
10−7 at a confidence level of 90%.

The result onη000 from the fit without imposing
CPT can be used to improve the test of CPT invaria
via the Bell–Steinberger relation[3]. This relation uses
unitarity to connect the CP violating amplitudes ofKS

andKL decays with the CP violating parameterε and
the CPT violating parameterδ through

(1+ i tanφSW)
[
Re(ε) − i Im(δ)

]
=

∑
final statesf

A(KL → f )�A(KS → f )/ΓS

(10)=
∑

αf ,
final statesf
Fig. 8. Fit result forη000. The errors include both statistical an
systematic uncertainties. The lines indicate the exclusion limits
68%, 90%, and 95% confidence levels.

where the super-weak angle is defined by tanφSW =
2(mL −mS)/(ΓL −ΓS). Up to now the limit on Im(δ)
was limited by poor knowledge ofη000. Together with
available measurements of the other CP violating
plitude ratios (seeTable 2), theKL andKS lifetimes,
branching fractions, and mass difference[2], and the
parameters Re(y) and Im(x+) of possible CPT and

S = 
Q violation [13], the new result presente
here (Eq.(7)) can be used to improve the knowledge
Im(δ) and Re(ε). Solving the complex equation(10)
for the free parameters Im(δ) and Re(ε), taking into
account correlations between input parameters, yi

Im(δ) = (−0.2± 2.0) × 10−5,

(11)Re(ε) = (166.4± 1.0) × 10−5.

The errors on both Im(δ) and Re(ε) are reduced by a
factor of 2.5 with respect to the previous values[13]
and are now limited by knowledge ofη+−.

Finally, when assuming CPT invariance in the d
cay, this can be converted into a measurement of
K0K̄0 mass difference of

(12)mK0 − mK̄0 = (−0.2± 2.8) × 10−19 GeV/c2,

and yields an upper limit of|mK0 − mK̄0| < 4.7 ×
10−19 GeV/c2 at the 90% confidence level, which
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Table 2
Parametersαf = A(KL → f )�A(KS → f )/ΓS for decays of neutral kaons into the final statef . η000, Re(ε) and Im(δ) are taken from
this measurement. The
S = 
Q violating parameter Im(x+) and the CPT violating parameter Re(y) are taken from Ref.[13]. All other
measurements are from Ref.[2]

αf 103 × Re(αf ) 103 × Im(αf )

α+− = η+− Br(KS → π+π−) 1.146± 0.015 1.084± 0.016

α00 = η00Br(KS → π0π0) 0.511± 0.008 0.488± 0.008

α+−γ = η+−γ Br(KS → π+π−γ ) 0.003± 0.000 0.003± 0.000

αl3 = 2 τS
τL

Br(KL → πlν)[Re(ε) − Re(y) − i(Im(x+) + Im(δ))] 0.003± 0.007 0.005± 0.006

α+−0 = τS
τL

η�+−0 Br(KL → π+π−π0) 0.000± 0.002 0.000± 0.002

α000= τS
τL

η�
000Br(KL → 3π0) −0.001± 0.007 0.001± 0.008

∑
αf 1.658± 0.024 1.581± 0.025
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the most precise test of CPT invariance in the m
matrix.
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